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ABSTRACT
The major objective of this model study is the design
of a highly efficient structural model system to study the static
live load distribution in a particular type of highway bridge.
The specific bridge type has a beam-slab superstructure consist-
ing of a reinforced concrete cast-in-place slab constructed to
act compositely with precast prestressed concrete spread box
beams a
A thorough examination of the similitude requirements
is presented. The design conditions for the model system are
discussed, and a length scale of 16 is adopted a Particular im-
portance is given to the material properties of the prototype,
and three possible model materials 9 Plexiglas, aluminum, and
polyvinyl dhlorideQ After careful consideration of the many
factors involved, Plexiglas was selected as the most appropriate
material for this model studyo
Special attention was given to the creep phenomenon
in Plexiglas. The creep compensating technique was used and
its mathematical proof is presentedo A Plexiglas compensating
load cell was fabricated, and its instantaneous calibration fac-
tor was found by means of a delicate and precise procedure. Two
1
2testing frames were designed and fabricated in order to conduct
load cell and tensile specimens tests, and the bridge model tests.
A model vehicle was also designed, with adjustable axle load ra-
tios, in order to be able to subject the bridge models to design
vehicular loadso
Pilot tests were conducted on a model simulating an
existing bridge that had been previously tested as part of a
series of field tests. These ,pilot tests served to demonstrate
the feasibility of the use of Plexiglas models, and suggested
possible improvements in future field and model tests.
The design of the model system is presented. This
system ena'bles a s:ystematic evaluation of the most important
parameters affecting live load distribution in box-beam bridges.
Slabs of various thicknesses had a special pattern of perfora-
tions drilled to permit their bolting to the tapped holes in
the walls of prefabricated box beamso The box beams were made
to represent 'six different prototype cross.-sections. CUrb and
parapet pieces were bolted to the slab and to the curb, respec-
tivelyo Midspan and end diaphragms were fitted and held between
beams by means of transverse tie rodso To provide uniformity,
all of the connectors were tighte.ned with a calibrated torque
3wrench. In this manner, dismountable models of a great variety
of cross-sections were assembied and tested with considerable
saving in timeo The experimental data was recorded directly on
punched cards, thus permitting the data to be analyzed and all
calculations to be performed with a digital computer on the same
day of the testo
The tests were designed and conducted so that the ex-
perimental data could be subjected to a proper statistical anal-
ysiso The small sample method was used and least squares curve
fitting 'was performed using orthogonal polynomials~ A procedure
was devised to permit the automatic correction of random errors.
The main computer program used also included a successive approx-
imations method to obtain equilibrium of moments in the entire
cross-section of the modelQ
Experimental results are presented in graphical form,
and the behaviors of the seventeen different cross-sections
tested are compared 0 T~e influence of beam size, number of
beams, slab thickness, and effect of curb, parapet, and dia-
phragms is also discussedo Finally, recommendations for future
investigations are given, having in mind as the main goal~a
thorough understanding of the structural behavior resulting in
the optimum design of box-beam bridges 0
l~ INTRODUCTION
Numerous theoretical and experimental studies have
been carried out on the problem of wheel load distribution in
multi-beam bridgeso13,15~21,22 Due to the high complexity of
this problem every theoretical analysis makes use of simplifying
assumptions that undoubtedly reduce the accuracy of the solution.
An analog computer, either in the form of a structural model
system or of a series of singular field tests, is the only
practical way to obtain the true response of a multi-beam
bridge 0
Field studies of existing bridges may be used as a
basis for the revision of specifications covering load distri-
butiono However, due to the many problems involved in field
testing, the collection of necessary information and the even-
tual updating of the specifications is a slow processo As it
is very difficult to substantially shorten the time required
for the collection mid processing of field test data~ consider-
ation should be given to a structural model studyo
In the case of box~beam bridges the following para-
graph is particularly applicable~16
5HIn many such. instances (when the general
laws governing the behavior of the system
are unknown and analytical procedures have
not yet been developed) a general formula
is not necessary; all that the engineer re-
quires for the design is an indication of
the relationship of the variables for a
specific design, or within a narrow range
of variation. of the significant variables.
Under those circumstances a model may give
the desired result quickly and che,aply. TT
Although, in recent years, several major model stud-
ies have been made of existing structures and have proved to
1·'::) "14 18 19be successful:t ~~;, ~" norie 'of ,these ': studies has: been, capable
of producing a systematic investigation of the parameters in-
valved in a particular structural phenomenon. Besides requir-
ing less labor and expense than would be needed to conduct a
series of field tests of prototype bridges, a well-planned
model study, enables a more complete investigation with the
adequate variation of the most important parameters.
The major objective of this dissertation is the de~
velqpment of a highly efficient structural model system to
study the static live load distribution in prestressed con-
crete spread box-beam bridges. The development of such a sys-
tem should make it possible to investigate the adequacY'of cur-
rent design specifications dealing with load distribution in
6highway bridge superstructures of the beam-slab type. Collat-
eral objectives are:
10 A critical evaluation of the feasibility of
the use of model analysis for investigations
of load distribution in bridge structures!
2. The·establishment of design conditions for model
studies of this phase, and of similar phases,
of structural behavior~
3. The further ,evaluation of three materials,
Plexiglas, aluminum, and polyvinyl ohloride~
for potential use in structural models.
20 SIMILITUDE REQUIREMENTS
2.1 Prototype Structuve
The specific bridge type to be considered has a
beam-slab superstructure with a symmetrical cross-s~6tion con~
sisting of a reinforced concrete cast-in-place slab constructed
to act compositely with precast prestressed concrete box beams.
Curb and parapet sections complete the cross-section.
Over the past few years the box-beam bridge has ex-
perienced various changes. Initially, the box beams were
placed adjacent to each other, with or without lateral post~
tensioning and shear keys designed to provide lateral interac-
tio~and with an asphalt wearing surface applied directly on
top of the beams. Later, this design was changed by the plac-
ing of a cast-in-place reinforced concrete slab, which acted
compositely with the beams, thereby eliminating the need for
lateral prestressing, shear keys, and a separate wearing sur-
face. More recently, prestressed concrete box-beam bridges are
being constructed with the beams spread apart and equally spaced,
and with diaphragms cast integrally with the slab at midspan and
at both ends to distribute the live load more uniformly.
7
B2.2 Design Conditions for the Model System
The model design conditions are obtained by means
of a dimensional analysis of the phenomenon under considera-
tiono Therefore, it is necessary first to determine the sig-
nificant variables and after careful examination, to assess
their corresponding importanceo Depending on the objective
of the investigation, it is often possible to neglect, one or
more of the variables in arriving at an adequate and practical
model design.
The static live load distribution in box-beam bridges
is primarily dependent upon the flexural behavior of the super-
structure. Since the slab is subjected to longitudinal and trans-
vers.e· 'bending moments', two ~l m~l'jor"elastic"p:r'-opeIities,: ,of ',.'the :slab
material are involved, modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio .
. In addition, the specific weight and heterogeneity of material
strengths and of support conditions can be considered as sec-
ondary variables.
In the bridge model tests included in this investiga-
tion, the primary measurements are of static loads, distances,
deflections, and normal strains. Therefore, the complete set
of variables involved would be:
Symbol
p
D
I
e
y
E
s
S
Variable Dimension
static load F
distance L
moment of inertia L 4
modulus of elasticity FL- 2
of beam material
deflection L
normal strain
Poisson's ratio
of slab material
unit weight of material FL- 3
modulus of elasticity FL- 2
of slab material
support conditions
9
A total of ten variables are involved using only
two basic dimensions, force F, and length L~ Therefore,
according to the Buckingham Pi Theorem, similitude conditions
are expressed with eight dimensionless and independent Pi
terms. These Pi terms can be readily found by repeating the
variables P and D which represent the two basic "dimensions:
TT
1. =
D4;
I
P
11 = ~E 'a u~ b
, -, '10
D
'TT =
"6 , TT :;:::: e ,3 4
P
IT = \) , TT = D3 y ,6 6
P and S (1)TT = D2 E TT =7 S 8
These eight Pi terms represent the design conditions
that should be fulfilled in order to produce a true model. These
design oonditions are generally expressed as:
(2)
203 Prediction Eguations
To determine the load distribution in the model,
bending moments carried by individual beams would have to be
Qomputed. These individual bending moments can be found from
stress blocks determined from strains. Therefore, normal strain
is the most. important of the model variables to be measured.
The prediction equation for normal strain would be
IT
4
= e \) , P P IDay, naE
s
' S (3)
and interpreted as follows:
11
If all, of the design conditions involving the Pi
terms in the right hand side of the prediction equation are
fulfilled, then homologous normal strains in the model and in
the prototype are identical 0
On the other hand, if the deflection is the variable
under consideration,
p p )
e, v, D3 y' if E
s
' S (4)
is the,:!pred,i6ffon./eq,UEtt·iqn:f:or ,.. deflection, interpreted as
(~)mOdel = (~)prototype or
a D
-..12.- P- na - D - ,
m m
(5)
where n is the length:scale of the model; thus
a = n ap m
2.~ Length Scale
(6)
The selection of the 'length scale depends on several
technical, as well as practical, aspects. The magnitude of
12
quantities to be measured, testing facilities, material prop-
erties, and ease of fabrication and handling, are the pertinent
aspects to considero
A critical evaluation of the feasibility of the use
of model analysis :~or "the> inv'slEl'tiga'tiori: 'of- load 'distrinution in
bridge structures is one of the collateral objectives of this
study; therefore, it follows that the ease of fabrication should
be given special attentiollo Since all of the bridge elements
are made out of plate components, different plate thicknesses
will be represented by commercial thicknesses of the model ma-
terialo It is known that most materials are sold in thickness
multiples of a certain fraction of an inch, 1/32, 1/16, 1/8,
etco, and it is desirable to directly use an available thick-
ness to represent that of the slab, which is the largest single
plate component of the bridge~
Currently, prestressed concrete bridges are designed
in Pennsylvania according to provisions set forth in the Penn-
sylvania Department of Highways Bridge Division Standards ST-20D
through ST-208.20 In these standards, a minimum slab thickness
of 7-1/2 inches is specified for what can be considered a -nom-
inal thickness of 8 incheso This thickness can be scaled down
13
to 1/4, 1/2, or 1 inch by the use of a length scale of 32, 16,
or 8, respectively. Two-lane traffic requires a-clear roadway
of at least 24 feet,l and typical simple spans range between
60 and 70 feet. Therefore, the length scale of 16 yields a
slab size of 2S by 50 inches. This size is easily manageable
in a relatively small space, yet large enough to exhibit meas-
urable deformations~ Confirmation of this length scale depends
on the material to be used, s~nce its properties influence the
magnitude of the force to be applied by the testing equipment.
30 MODEL MATERIAL AND TESTING TECHNIQUE
. 301 Pertinent Material Properties
In the selection of the model materia1 3 the properties
to be considered are of two kinds; first, the ones directly in-
volved in the design conditions~ shown in Table 1; and second,
the properties closely related to the needs for fabrication,
instrumentation, and testing of ,the modelo
According to the design conditions, the prope~ties to
consider in prototype and model materials are, modulus of elas-
ticity of the beam material~ Poisson?s ratio of the slab material,
unit weight~ and modulus of elasticity of the slab material, and
support conditionso
At this point, it would be appropriate to consider the
behavior of the prototype structure under working load conditions,
as related to the appropriateness of choosing a relatively homo-
geneous and isotropic materialo The prototype structure is de-
scribed in Section 2~le When constructed to the design specifi-
cations, the prestressed beams remain uncracked under working
load conditionSe Since in many previous laboratory investiga-
tions, elastic behavior has been demonstrated in uncracked pre~
stressed beams~ it is certainly appropriate to consider the use
of any elastic material for the modelQ On the other hand, the
reinforced concrete slab of the prototype does not behave in a
l~
15
full homogeneous and isotropic manner? due to the usual cracking
developed under vehicular loadings 0 Therefore, the use of a homo-
geneous material in the model slab would actually violate one of
the design conditions for a true model. However, it was believed
that this cracking would not substantially influence the overall
structure behavior, and that a homogeneous model slab would pro ....
duce an accurate representation of the prototype 0
The properties of the prototype are of great influence
in the application of the design conditions, and since it is al-
most impossible to predict with any accuracy the values of the
moduli of elasticity for the two different concretes in beams
and slab,ll the ratio of the two moduli is considered instead of
their absolute valueso Therefore, the dimensionless TI term
7
found in Egs·,~, l is modified by combination wi th 'IT in order to
2
obtain a new form for 'IT ,
7
meaning (:: )
p
+TT
2
=
model (:: ) prototype
(7)
(8)
This condition cannot be fulfilled in the model by the
use of the same material for the beams and slab 0 Instead, the
different modulus of the slab can be simulated by a special
scale factor used in the thickness of the slab only 0 Calling
16
this special scale factor n , and using the original n ,
s ,
( p )n2 E
s model
= (-D-a-P-E-s- .,prototype (9)
where D~, in effect, represents cross-sectional distances in
the slab in accordance to typical slab behavior. One of these
two distances is measured in a ,horizontal plane and the other
in the vertical direction involving, respectively, the length
scale n and the special scale D
s
. From Eg. 9,
= (10)
or since ~sm = Ebm = ~m' (11)
Now, using the term n
1
in Egs. 1, where n does not
s
apply,
P
-Ep
m
= : (12)
and substituting (12) in (11), (13)
Using the empirical formula proposed by Hognestad,ll
1,800,000 + 460 f~b
1,800,000 + 460 ff
cs
17
(14)
where fT is the ultimate stress of concrete cylinders in lb/in2 •
c
Taking for the beams f~b = 5,000 Ib/in2 , and for the slab f~s =
4,000 Ib/in2 ,
4810 X 106 Ib/in2
3.64 X 106 1b/in2
(15)
With n = 16, as found in Chapter 2, n takes a value of IS 'which
s
is impractical to fulfill 0 So, for the time being,
n ~ n
s
If the results of the model show great discrepancy when com-
pared to the prototype, Ego 13 can be applied to reduce such
discrepancy.
The design condition stated by the term,n = v,
5
specifies that Poissonfs ratio must be the same in model and
prototype~ Since all three possible model materials, Plexi-
(16)
glas, aluminum, and polyvinyl chloride, have a Poisson's ratio
around 0033, and Poisson's ratio varies from 0015 to 0022 for
,concrete~~l it follows that by the use of any of the three
18
proposed materials a distortion in the model will result. There
are three alternatives:
1 0 Abandon all three proposed model materials,
Plexiglas, aluminum, and polyvinyl chloride, and
search for a material with a Poissonfs ratio
similar to that of concrete.
20 Make use of a factor ~ as a measure of the de-
gree of distortion, 'IT = Q'TT , and of a factor5m 5p
~ in the prediction equation~ 1'T 0' = ~TT.· ~ The
:tP :f:.m
value of ~ has known extreme values, but t3 has
to be determined by either additional experi-
mental evidence or by mathematical knowledge of
how 'IT affects the behavior of the prototype~
5
30 Accept the degree of distortion of 202 to 1.5
(in accordance with Poisson's ratio of the pro-
totype), and study the model as one possible
extreme behavior of the bridgeo This study
could be later used, with additional tests, to
determine the value of ~o
.For'· this study, 't,he third alternative was s'elected'.·,
19
The n term establishes the requirement to be ful-
s
filled for true simulation of the unit weights However, this
study being directed toward the distribution of live load will
not be handicapped if TI is distorted, unless the bridge's own
6
weight is needed to maintain full contact with the supports.
It is interesting to know the weight that the model has to have
when made with the three proposed materials, by simply applying
the term.TI to an estimated prototype weight of 500,000 lbo,
2
from Ego 12,
Plexiglas:
Aluminum:
500,000 x 405 X 106
256 x 4 0 1 x 106
500,000 x 10 x lOB
256 x 4 0 1 x lOS
= 215 lb.
= 4,770 lb.
Polyvinyl chloride: 500,000 x 4 X 10
6
=
256 x 4 0 1 x 106 191 Ibo
It is obvious that the handling of 4,770 Ibo in the laboratory
should be avoided 0
The last design condition, n , specifies similitude
8
of support conditions. The most important conditions are,
continuity, fixity, and rigidity 0
The prototype bridge to be studied consists of a
20
simple span'w~th one end fixed by dowels to its support and with
an expansion support at the other ,end. Neoprene bearing pads,
with durometer hardness of 60 and shape factor (loaded area to,
free-to-bulge .area) of 3.45 are common values used in, Fennsyl-
vania.~o Their rigidity K has a value close to 2 x 106 Ib/in.,
and its specific n term requires
8
(¥). = IKpD)
m P
or by use of Eq. 12,
(17)
K
,m ·KP
(18)
Using the values of n, Ebp ' and Kp '
E
-m
32
in Ib/in. if ~m in Ib/in2 • (19)
This value could be very difficult to fulfill an4 it is
,believed"'t'hat, '~or' 'the 't·ime' being;"'the conditions '6:e- c'ont;i.n·ui.:ty
and fiXity of the supports are the most important. ones. Their
simulation would not involve additiopal distortion. Individual
1/2 in. ~teel rods can be used to support the beams; with
clamped-in-place rods at the south'support, and free-to-roll
21
rods at the north support~ Steel end plates can be bolted to
the beams in order to eliminate sliding friction with the rods.
3.2 Fabrication Problems
The practical aspect of difficulties-of fabrication
of the model cannot be disregarded. Each box beam-consists of
bottom and side walls of 5/16 ino in thickness, and of a 3/16
iuo thick top wallo An internal diaphragm 5/8 in. thick and
two end blocks l~ in. thick complete the beamo The beam can
be made out of -cemented plate .el'ements, or if using aluminum~
it can be extruded. Extrusion is impractical due to the high
cost, but the cementing of plate elements is a possible alter-
native.
Plexiglas ,can be oemented wi th a number of cements or
solvents, such as Ethylene Dichloride. Aluminum can be cemented
less easily by' means of structural epoxies capable of develop:':'.:
ihg ,s.he,~r "strie,ng'ths, ,,·:,of.:..:up· t,'o.500'-,J~b/in2 O' '- •.•Polyyinyl chloride
which is not a transparent material, is very difficult to ce-
ment, and consequently must be "joined by a -special process.
Machining is another important aspect' of model con-
struction. Plexiglas can be sawed, drilled, and machined like
22
wood or soft metals, and due to its low weight, it can be
stocked and handled more easily than aluminum~
B'ecause' 'of these conside:bati:ons',," (f>ie,xig:la\g:,:wa's ~ se,lect:ed
as the most appropriate material for this model studyo This
selection is the last collateral objective of this studyo
3.3 Compensation ,for Creep in Plexiglas
Plexiglas has several detrimental properties:
Is It creeps under sustained load, that is, its
modulus of elasticity decreases with time under
sustained stresso This decrease of E is prac-
tically independent of the level of stress, as
long as the stress is other than zero.
2~ It is a material highly sensitive to tempera-
ture. Its modulus of elasticity decreases with
an increase in temperatureo This calls for a
rigorous control of the room temperature in the
.laboratory Q
30 An increase of relative humidity from 20% to
90% produces an expansion of 0 0 0030 to Oa0055,
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in a thickness of 0.25 in., depending on the
grade of the Plexiglas. Therefore, relative
humidity must be controlled in the laboratory.
4. Its low coefficient of thermal conductivity,
103 BTU per ~r. x Sq. Ft. x °F/in.~: prohibits
the use of strain measurement circuits with
continuous current flowing through the electri-
cal resistance gages.
5. Thickness tolerances vary ,for different grades
of Plexiglas. Grade II UVA must be used ex-
clusively in order to maintain a better thick-
ness control and a higher degree of consistency.
Creep in Plexiglas is a most undesirable phenomenon.
It has caused numerous model studies to be excessively time
consuming, when the testing technique has been to wait for a
certain time to elapse between the application of the gravity
load and the recording of every gage. This technique does not
really solve the problem caused by ,creep_ Instead, it gets a-
round the problem with a resulting 'waste of the investigator's
time. The solution is to eliminate the time parameter by the
application of a fixed deformation, and the lls,e of a .special
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technique to measure the load that would produce such·defor-
CI • h b f 4,6,matl0n lD tea sence 0 creep .. ·· \.
In general, strain can be expressed as the product
. of the activating force P and the flexibility F of the member,
e = P 'D F (20)
Equation 20 indicates that for constant strain the
product P x F remains constant also. Creep causes the modu-
Ius of elasticity to decrease under the stress produced by
the applied strain. A ,decrease of modulus of elasticity
'means an increase in flexibility and a decrease in the force
necessary to maintain the constant strain 0 A metallic load
cell would show this reduction in the force producing constant
strain in a Plexiglas specimeno
A load cell with identical creep characteristics to
those of the Plexiglas specimen would have a constant -output,
even under a force that varies with timeo Equilibrium re-
quiI1es that
(§.) =
F load cell (f) specimen ' (21)
and taking the first derivative of both-sides respect to time,
and giving indexes c and s to load cell and specimen,
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respectively,
--------=
(22)
Fa
c
Fa
s
constant strain in the specimen means de: s
dt = 0,
t:here;Eore
1
F
c
(23)
represents the rate of change of the load cell output 0 For
constant output,
(24)
it follows that
and using Eq. 21:
(25)
(26)
or
::c = (;:). ( ::s ) (27)
But F =
c
c
·c
E
c
and F =
s
C
'8E ' where Ee and Es are the moduli
s
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of elasticity of the load cell and the specimen respectively,
and C and C are individual geometrical constants;
,C . S
therefore, ::8 = _( ~:2).[::8) (28)
and ::= (~:).(::) (29)
Substitution of Egso 28 and 29 into EgG 27 results in
and finally,
dE
c
dt = ( :: ). (:~8) . (31)
Equation 31 is fulfilled if load cell and specimen
have the same modulus of elasticity and the same creep charac-
teristics. A Plexiglas load cell placed between a mechanical
jack and the Plexiglas model would be, in effect, a compensat-
ing load cello Hydraulic jacks are to be avoided due to the
possible presence 'of compressible air bubbles in the fluid 0
The load cell, shown in Fig. 1, is of the compres-
sian type. It has adequate cross section and sensitivity, and
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a .stable output is developed from its four-strain gages~ It
is made out of a cast Plexiglas tube, 1.50 in. O.D. and 1.25
in~ I.D., which'showed almost identical modulus of elasticity
and creep characteristics as those of standard tensile
specimens taken out of the same Plexiglas sheet used for the
slab of the pilot model described in Section 4030
3.4 Calibration-of the Plexiglas Load Cell
To obtain the instantaneous calibration factor of
the load cell, precise dead weights had to be applied with
equal increments, and output readings had to be taken at iden-
tical time intervals from' the instant of application of the
full loado This permitted the use of orthogonal polynomials
in the regression analysis of the data.~4 In order to guaran-
tee the linearity of the load cell up to a high level of load
it -was necessary to construct a dead-weights testing machine
with a calibrated lever arm which produced a magnification
ratio of fiveo Figure 2 shows the calibration of the load
cell.
The calibration-was performed at two different tem-
peratures, 7SoP and 76oP. For ,each temperature, the load cell
was loaded and unloaded three timeso Figures 3 and 4-show
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the regression analysis used for each determination. The
sample of six values of instantaneous calibration factor was
subjected to a statistical analysis, ,where the outliers were
rejected in accordance with the Dixon criterion.~"~,Q,~.! The
instantaneous calibration factor 'of the load cell was found
to be 000814 +O.OOOllb./microoutput at 750 P.
After the load cell had been calibrated, tests were
performed on Plexiglas specimens taken from sheet stock used
in the specimens described in Chapter 6 0 The tests, in con-
formance with the ASTM D 638-64-T Standard ,:'3" were conducted
by placing the load cell in series with the specimen and a
straining turnbuckle, as shown in Figo 5~ The instantaneous
modulus of elasticity, based on seven specimens, was found to
range from 466,000 Ib/in. 2 to 500,000 Ib/in~a, with a mean
value of 484,000 Ib/in. 2
3.5 Testing Frame and Vehicle
The testing frame was designed with the following
·objectives in mind:
10 Safe capacity for the application of a maximum
load of twenty times the model vehicular loado
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With Plexiglas as model material the standard
AASH0 1 HS20~44 triIck trailer woultl ,be'" simulated
by a load of 32 lb. (Eqe 12), provided that the
modulus of elasticity for the concrete of the
beams has the value used in Eq. 150 The pro-
cedure'of subjecting the model to twenty, or
perhaps more, times the rated load in-several
increments has three obvious advantages over
making observations for the rated load only~16
First, gross errors of observation may be de-
tected and eliminated; second, errors due to an
initial lag or slippage may be eliminated; and
third, it is unnecessary to apply the rated load
to the model. The behavior under the rated load
can be found by interpolation. The allowable
capacity of the load cell is almost 3,000 lb.,
and a load twenty times the rated load would pro-
duce admissible stresses in the model.
2. Adequate rigidity to provide fixed reference to
dial gages.,
3. Bolted connections to permit changes in the
assembly.
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4. Versatility to test models with angle of skew
varying from 45° to 900 •
s. Facility to position,··the mechanical jack at any
longitudinal or transverse location.
6. Small capacity mechanism to lift the model for
possible work on the supports, deflection gages,
etc.
The testing frame was designed with two levels of
longitudinal members connected by four vertical members. The
lower longitudinal members and the piers for the models were
fabricated from a 6 x 1-7/8 JR A7 steel rolled shape, while a
2-5/8 x 1-7/8 special I-shape was used for the members of the
upper level and the four 'vertical members. They·were assembled
with 1/411 x 20 bolts and bevel washers, and tightened under a
test load of approximately 700 Ibo Cross-bracings were used to
stabilize the frame. The overall dimensions of the frame are
approximately 86 in. long, 34- in. wide, and 38 in. high. Figure
6 shows the chain-driven mechanism used to change the longi-
tudinal position of the jack. Figure 7 is a close-up of the
mechanical jack, showing the ball-bushing system used to change
the transverse location.
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In order to directly study the vehicular load dis-
tribution in the models, a model vehicle was neededo This
model vehicle, shown in Fig. 8~ was fabricated from slotted
steel angle which permitted the lever arms to be easily
.changed 0 The front transverse member carries the front wheels
and the lower longitudinal members carry the drive and rear
wheels. All of the wheels and members are connected by pairs
of bearings, each pair consisting of one regular ball bearing
and one self-aligning bearing. The load cell rests on the
loading plate in the upper longitudinal member$ The webs of
the members are stiffened with aluminum blocks 0 The contact
area under the tires is represented by rectangles of aluminum,2
and rubber pads cemented to these rectangles eliminate any
damage to the model slabG
40 PILOT TESTS
401 Description of the Prototype Bridge
In the period 1964-66, five existing box-beam bridges
were tested as part of an investigation being conducted by the
Structural Concrete Division of the Civil Engineering Department
of Lehigh Universityo One of these bridges, located near Berwick,
Pennsylvania, was chosen as the prototype structure for the pilot
tests of this study.
The prototype has an angle of skew of 8So and was se-
lected to represent a 90° skew bridge in the field testso Figs~
9 and 10 show the elevation and the cross-section of the center~
span, respectively •. 8~ The section of maximum moment, which could
be produced by the northbound test vehicle, was located 3055 feet
north· of midspan, and gaged as shown in Figo 110
402 Test Vehicle
A photograph of the Bureau of Public Roads Bridge Re-
search Test Vehicle used in the field test is shown in Figo 12~
along with the wheel spacings and axle loadso The truck was a
three-axle Diesel tractor semi-trailer combination, which was
loaded with crushed stone to approximate the AASHO HS20~44 de-
stgn vehicle 0
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4.3 Description of the Pilot Study Model
The pilot model Al, to simulate the Berwick bridge,
was cemented with Ethylene Dichloride. This adhesive was not
only used to cement together the plate components of the beams,
but to cement the entire model. It was impossible to completely
.eliminate the air bubbles trapped in the adhesive between beams
and slab., mainly because of the large contact areas 0 No par-
ticular problem was encountered in the cementing of the curb
and parapet sections, nor in the cementing of the nine diaphragm
pieces. This produced a permanent pilot model Al, with a,mid-
span cross-section as shown in Figo 130 This_figure clearly in-
dicates the configuration of plate components in the beamso
The section of maximum moment was located at 2 0 66 ino
north of midspan in the model. This maximum moment location
occurs under the drive axle of the northbound test vehicle.
The section of maximum moment was gaged with eight strain gages
on the beams, six gages·on the curb and parapet? and three gages
on top of the slab. The strain gages are 120-ohm, wire-resistance
gages, with the sensing element 1/2 ino long, and all are mounted
in the longitudinal direction. With gages on half of the cross-
section only, each beam had two bottom gages and two gages 15/16
in. above the bottom fiber. Two dial gages per beam were used in
eastern beams A and B to measure deflections and rotations. No
transverse or diaphragm gages were used. Figure 14 shows the
final setup of the pilot tests.
4.4 Test and Results from Pilot Study
In trial tests of model AI, the performance of all
gages was excellent, and an almost perfect linear strain dis-
tribution from bottom of beam to top of slab w~s exhibited. To
develop a consistent, reproducible response, it was found nec-
essary to shake down the model a minimum of three times before
starting a formal testo Experimental values of the modulus of
elasticity of the prototype, taken from the northbound runs,'
have an average of 7 0 S x lOa Ib/in2 0: 8 The model truck load
was reduced to 17089 lb~, instead of the value of 32 Ibo men-
tioned in Section 305 0 The high ratio of moduli of elasticity
does not affect the behavior of the model, but it linearly af-
fects the prediction values for the prototype.
The comparison of moments and slab widths between
model Al and the prototype is carried out in Chapter 9, after
the computational assumptions are formulated in Chapter 8G It
is possible to compare now the homologous values of deflections
and rotations of the beamso Table 2 shows large differences be-
tween model and field test values due to distortions of various
design conditions in the madelo However, these differences
suggest a much lower value for the prototype modulus than the
one found in the field testso
5. DESIGN OF THE MODEL SYSTEM
5.1 Description of the System
A highly efficient structural model system, which pro-
vides the capability for studying the most important parameters
of load distribution in box-beam bridges, is not economically
possible with the use of a set of permanent models such as Model
Alo Instead, a much more practical system was chosen, involving
prefabricated beam, slab, curb, parapet, and diaphragm elements
which can be interchanged to produce an extensive family of re-
lated model structures.
The box beams were prefabricated in various widths
and depths with their components cemented to one another. The
rest of the model elements are simply cut out of Plexiglas
plates"
With holes drilled and tapped in the walls of the
beams, a pattern of perforations was drilled in the slab, per-
mitting the attachment of the slab to the beams at predeter-
mined locations. Curb and parapet pieces were bolted to the
slab and to the curb, respectivelys In this manner a cross
section such as the one shown in Fig. 13 could be assembled in
several stages, each representing a different, model. First, the
simplest model, results after bolting the slab to the beams;
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second, the curb sections are installed; third, the parapet
pieces are mounted; and fourth, the diaphragms are fitted and
held between beams by means of transverse tie rodso Further-
more, by varying the thickness of slab, and the spacing and
number of beams, the effects of these parameters are also in-
vestigated with this system of interchangeable elements.
5.2 Connectors
The main problem encountered in a dismountable model
is that- of adequate connections, in order to develop full com-
posite action throughout the entire cross-sectioDo The 5/16
in. thick walls of the model box beams permit the use of No.
6-32 screws in order to bolt the slab to the beams o The curbs
can be bolted to the slab using No. 10-24 screws, and the para-
pets can be bolted to the curbs with either -No.6 or No. 10
screws 0 Diaphragms can be fastened to the beams by means of
1/8 in. ~ tie rods. To provide uniformity, screws and tie rods
were tightened with a calibrated torque wrench, such as the one
shown in Fig. 15.
5.3 Most Versatile Pattern of Slab Perforations
Ideally, it should be possible to use the same slab
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with-model beams representing prototype widths of either 4 or
3 feeto The slab should be capable of accommodating the beams
in ~ymmetric cross sections with.even or odd number of beams.
The pattern of perforations must be fine enough to permit
small variations of spacing and at the same time, must not
reduce the slab stiffness by more than 13%. It should be
noted that this reduction of stiffness 'compensates the distor-
tioD of the TT term discus sed in Section, 3 C) 1.
7
The center-of-wall to center-af-wall distances in
the 4 ft. and 3 ft. wide prototype beams, are in the model:
4 'e, 12
16
3 :. 12
16
5
16
5
=
16
= 211 in.':;: 2 ;6875 .in.o· and
16
= 1i~ in. = 1.9375 in.
A -No. 6-32 screw has a diameter 0.138 in., and
leaves a cover of 00087 in. when centered in a 5/16 in. wall.
A 'minimum cover of 0.030 ino permits a maximum eccentricity
of 0.057 in. With this eccentricity, the above values of we")
and w(3) become:
= 2.6875 + Ooll~4 iDe and
= 1.9375 + 001144 in. (32)
Thei~ ratio can vary ,from
to [
w(4)] =
W Cs)
max
2.8019
1.8231 = 1.537.
=
38
205731
___ = 10254,
2.0519
Both, W(4) and w(3) must be even multiples of the
transverse spaoing x of the pattern of perforations in the
slab. Therefore it is necessary to choose a ratio of w(4 ) /w (3 )
equal to 1. 500, satisfied wi th w(3) = 4-x and W'(4) = 6x.
The best transverse spacing 'is found by setting the
same minimum·cover in both beam widths. In the 4 ft. beam
the minimum·cover results at the outer face, while in the 3 ft.
beam the minimum cover is at the- inner face. Therefore,
1.9375 ~ 4x = 6x 206875, or x = 004625 in. (33)
This transverse spacing gives a minimum cover of
000435 in., which is acceptable. It is important to note that
one line of nerforations in the slab must coincide with the
centerline of the roadway.
The perforations in ,the slab can be drill size No 0
29, which has a diameter of 0.136 in., since the actual diam-
eter of commercial No. 6-32 screws is ef~ectively less than
the nominal diameter of 0.138 ino and slightly less than drill
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size No. 29. In this manner the play of the screw in a No. 29
hole is almost negligible; however a very strict tolerance is
required in the drilling of slab and beamso
With the transverse spacing "of 0.4625 ino, the slab
width of 25 in. accommodates 53 lines of perforations which
represent a total width of perforations of 7.22 ino, or ,close
to 29% of the slab width. As one third of this percentage
would be desirable the perforations are staggered longitudi-
nally, every three rows o
The optimum practical longitudinal spacing between
rows sbould produce an almost homogeneous pattern of perfora-
tionso The center-to-center distance from one perforation to
its closest neighbor along "one of the diagonals should be
approximately three times the transverse spacing of 004625 in.,
or 1.3875 ino This requirement results in a longitudinal dis-
tance y "of
I(0.4625)2 = 1.31 in. (34)
A longitudinal spacing of 1 0 5 in. was adopted~pro-
ducing a longitudinal distance of 4.5 in. between consecutive
perforations in the same lineo The resulting pattern has 583
perforations in the entire slab, and is illustrated in Fig. 16.
4-0
5.4- Beams
Each beam required 33 No. 6-32 ,threaded holes per
wall. Because of the staggered hole pattern in the slab only
11 pairs of holes were used at anyone transverse location of
the beam. Number 6-32 steel screws have an allowable shearing
strength of 90 lb.; therefore, each pair of screws provides a
connection capacity ,greater than the maximum shearing stress
expected in a beam-slab bridge modelo
505 Curbs and Parapets
Since in .some :instances the edge :beams', are 'posi-.
tioned partly under the curbs, the curbs cannot be bolted
from under the slab. Holes in lines No. 24-, 25, and 26, at
both-edges of the slab, can be tapped with No. 10-24 threado
Each curb can be bolted to any two of these three lines while
the third line is used to bolt the exterior wall of the edge
beam.
Each parapet consists of five identical segments
assembled in line and leaving gaps of 1/16 in. which simulate
the I-inch gaps in the prototype. In order to provide good
connection with the curb, four No. 6-32 screws are used per
segment' of parapet. The screws are located along the center·
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line of the parapet as shown in the'plan view and elevation
of one piece in Fig. 17. If screws along a single line do not
produce a satisfactory connection between parapet and curb, it
is always possible to increase the connection with a few addi-
tional screws in a zig-zag pattern, 1/2 iuo or 5/8 in. wide.
5.6 Diaphragms
Diaphragms of two different thicknesses and three
different depths are utilized in an actual box-beam bridge
wi th a span of over 45 ft .. '20 Wi th a -model length scale of 16,
end diaphragms are 3/4 in. thick, and midspan diaphragms are
S/S in. thick. Full depth and shallow diaphragms are used at
the fixed end, while only shallow diaphragms are used at the
expansion end. Intermediate depth diaphragms are used at
midspan .
An intermediate depth of 9/16 in. less than the
depth,of the model beam was adopted for the midspan diaphragms,
and shallow diaphragms were used with a depth of approximately
half the intermediate depth.
In assembling the diaphragms in the model, it is
possible to pass the 1/8 in. ~ steel tie rods through beams
~and diaphragms at both·ends and at midspan. Whenever possible,
two tie rods at different levels were used at each line of
diaphragms. The tie rods for the end diaphragms were located
5/8 in. from the ends of slab and beams. The amount of tight-
ening applied to the tie rods was determined by trial and error
such that uplift does not occur at the supports of -the interior
beams.
5.7 Tests of T-Beam
In the assembly and testing of the various models,
it was necessary ,to ensure full interaction between beam and
slab when No. 6-32 screws were used in the connectionQ It was
also appropriate to evaluate the accuracy of axle load ratios
produced by the model vehicle described in Section. 305. For
these purposes, a T-Beam was fabricated and subjected to two
series of tests. The T-Beam was made up of a model beam, repre-
senting a 4 ft. by 39 in. beam prototype, bolted to a 1/2 ina
slab 6 in. wide. The 22 screws used to attach the slab to the
beam were tightened under a controlled torque of 10 ino-lbo
In the first 'series of tests, twenty strain gages
were mounted on the T-Beam at different cross-sections and in
a variety ·of locations and orientations. Two dial gages were
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used to measure the midspan deflection, and one dial gage was
positioned at each end in order to measure relative slip be-
tween beam and slab. The load was applied at the third points
with four total load increments of 7S lb.
The end dial gages indicated an abrupt slip of 0.0001
in. at a load of over 150 lb. With the sale exception of one
strain gage- mounted on the slab in the immediate vicinity of
one of the holes, the strain and deflection gages exhibited
almost perfectly linear load-deformation relationshipso The
gage which-showed a non-linear relationship indicated an abrupt
increase in strain at the increment of load after l?O lbo,
when the slip occurred. The cross-section at that gage was the
only one which did not give evidence of an excellent composite
action of the T-Beam.
To achieve good composite behavior it was necessary
to tighten the screws while the beam was under some test load.
The test load used was approximately 40% of the maximum loado
It was found advisable not to mount strain gages near holes or
diaphragms since stress concentrations affect the normal stress
flow. In an attempt to increase the friction developed in the
connection between beam and slab'·, sand paper was glued on top
of the beam. However, the creep in the sand paper caused the
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load cell output to be unstable, and the idea was dropped.
In the second se~ies of tests, a similar T-Beam was
gaged at three different cross sections. The Standard AASHO
HS20-44 truck was simulated with the distances between axles
at the minimum of 10.5 in., in order to produce the largest
bending moment pos~ible under the drive axle 0 The truck was
positioned heading northbound with its drive axle 1.75 ino
north of midspan.
The three sections gaged were identified as: 1, Nom-
inal Maximum Moment, 3.75 in. north of midspan; 2, Nominal
Third of the Span, 6.75 in. south of midspan; and 3, Nominal
~ixth of the Span, 17.25 in. south of midspan. The theoreti-
cal bending moments. at the three sections are:
M = 8.675 P, M = 8.605 P, and M = 3.868 P (35)
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in units of Force.inches, and where P is the total truck loado
Under the theoretical moments M , M , and M , bottom
~ s ~
.fiber strains e, e. , and € are produced in accordance with
", a s
the flexural formula
Me
e =-EI ' (36)
where c = 1.940 in., is the distance from the bottom fiber to
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the centroid of the cross-section; and I = 50727 in04 is the
moment· of inertia with respect to the horizontal centroidal
axis 0 These two values correspond to sections away from the
midspan and the end diaphragms; therefore, they are applicable
to the three sections under consideration. As in the slab ma-
terial, E = 4.66 X 106 lb./in.~, the microstrains are expressed
as
~e = 0.7268 M, (37)
The T-Beam was tested four times, and each test was
performed with four increments of 25 Ib~, starting from a
UzeroTT load of 25 poundso Prior to testing, the T-Beam was
subjected to three shakedown loads of 125 poundso The experi-
mental data of bottom fiber strains was reduced using the sta-
tistical analysis qescribed in Chapter 70 Since the experimental
values are expressed in microstrains per load number, the load P
takes the form of any positive integer, from one to four, mul-
tiplied by 2S pounds. For simplicity, P = 25 poundso
With this value of P in expressions (35), and using
the average experimental values due to one load increment, it
is possible to have a comparison with the theoretical micro-
strains:
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Theoretical Experimental Difference (%)
Cross-section 1 157 •5 . 157.2 -0019
Cross~section 2 156.3 157.5 +0077
Cross .... section 3 70~3 66.3 -5.70
The previous values, with an absolute average of
2022%, indicate an acceptable degree of accuracy -in the axle
loads produced by the model vehicleo
6 0 SPECIlYlEN ELElYlENTEi .AND ,tNSTRUMENTATION
6.1 Beam Sizes and Properties
As mentioned in Section 503, two prototype beam
widths, 4 ft. and 3 ft., were investigated. Since the stand-
ard depth of prototype box beams ranges from 21 in. to 48 in.,
in increments of 3 in.,~o it was necessary to study the proper-
ties of all of the available sections in order to determine the
most appropriate sizes to be used in the model system. Table
3 shows the theoretical values of I and J, the flexural and
torsional moments of inertia respectively, of box-beam sec-
tions of ten different depths in the two widthso The thick-
nesses of the four walls of all beam sections are. the same,
:as shown- in" Fig'. 10.
Six sections were chosen in an attempt to cover the
range of depths. These sections were: 3 x 24 (3 ftc in width
by 24 ino in depth), 3 x 33, 3 x ~2, 4 x 30, 4 x 39, and
4 x 48~ With these six sections it was possible to take ad-
vantage of the, three matches of I Ysand JT s indicated· in Table
30 Furthermore, Table 4- shows that with these six sections,
7 'rnatches, 3 of ITs and 4 -of J T- s, underlined, were found to
be within ± ~% of an integero It was believed that these
matches would be of great help in future comparisons of beam
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behavioro Figure 18 shows the family of elements to be used
with one slab thicknesso
6 0 2 Slab Thicknesses
With commercial thickness of Plexiglas plate varying
in eighths of an inch, the choice of possible slab thicknesses
was limited to 3/8 in., 1/2 ino, and 5/8 in.; which simulate
6 in., 8 in., and 10 ino in the prototype, respectively.
The slabs were subjected to flexural tests before
and after the pattern of perforations was drilled. It was
found that the stiffness of the slabs was reduced by approx~-_
m,ately ',8%,' to" 1,5%.
6 0 3 Assembled Models
A complete description of the assembled models tested
in this investigation is contained in Section 9010
604 Instrumentation
To facilitate the testing of the dismountable models,
all of the elements were instrumented individually with resist-
ance strain gages; and their leads, soldered carefully with a
low temperature iron, were systematically arranged in male
multiple electrical connectorso A battery of corresponding
female connectors was used to rapidly complete the circuit to
the switching boxes 0 A digital strain indicator, with an
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excitation voltage- of- only 3.5 volts across the Wheatstone
bridge, was used for the specimen gages. A higher 'sensitivity
digital strain indicator, with an excitation voltage of 105
volts, was always:used with the circuit of the load cello
The 'observations mentioned in Section 5.7, in
reference to the performance of the two T-Beams tested, we~e
used advantageously ,in the instrumentation of the bolted models.
The same three sections were gaged: 1, ,Nominal Maximum Moment;
2, Nominal Third of the Span; and 3, Nominal Sixth of the Span.
Four-strain gages were mounted on one beam at each-section;
two gages near the edges of the bottom wall, and one gage at
middepth,of each wall. Six 900 rosettes were mounted at ,each
section on top of the 1/2 in. slab; in addition, 6 transverse
gages were :motll1.ted on the same slab near the fixed end in an
attempt to investigate the presence of transverse moments. The
transverse spacing 'of the six lines of slab gages was half the
spacing of the loading lanes used in the bolted modelso From
lane 1 to lane 5 the truck covered the entire clear roadway, with
a lane spacing of 3.72 in. The slab ,gages, however, were not
used in this~study since the slab:strains were assumed to be
in the same plane as the 'strains of the beams. Future inves-
tigations of detailed slab behavior will include use of the
slab: strain ,gages, (see Section 8.1).
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Special attention was given to the cem~nt used to
mount the paper-base strain gages to the Plexiglas specimens.
After an extensive Ii terature survey' on this subject ,.6', ~3
was decided that a carefully 'machined long tensile specimen
should be tested wi'th gages of the same lot mounted with three
different cements: (1) the cement recommended by the gage
manufacturer regardless of the specimen rnaterial , (2) all in-
dustrial epoxy, and (3) Ethylene Dichloride. The tensile
test indicated that the gages mounted with the cement recom-
mended by the gage manufacturer were the ones that showed a
more uniform output. Therefore, this cement was used for
·all of the specimen$.
Dial gages were used at sect~ons 1 and 2 to measure
deflections and rotations of the beams. Two dial gages were
used per 'section in eaoh beam, with ,stems placed against
aluminum brackets mounted with set screws on the bottom wall
in order to leave the bottom strain gages undisturbed. De-
tails of the instrumentation and wiring, as well as a complete
view of the tes't setup, are shown in Figs. 19, 20, and 21 0
7. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF DATA
7.1 Small Sample
In.order to increase the reliability. of the experi-
mental results it was decided to repeat each test a number·of
times 0 This made it possible to perform a.statistical analysis
of the data, and thu~to obtain a set 'of test values that more
accurately represents the true behavior of the model specimenQ
It was necessary to select the size of the sample to be compat-
ible with the mathematical treatment to be given to the datao
If single measurements were to be taken 9 it would have been
possible to produce a sample of size ten~ without exceeding a
practical testing time for one specimeno However, this was
not the case. Instead, the load was applied in four increments
up to a level of twenty times the rated load~ as explained in
Section 3050 Furthermore, the data from each:of the five load~
ing lanes was neede~ in order to analyze the three cross sec-
tions 1, 2, and 3 (Section 603) of the bridgeo Finally, the
.
possibility existed that. more than one load position of the
vehicle along the span could be used if found advantageous to
do so. One position of the vehicle was already described in
Section 5.7, in the testing of the second T~beamo A ,second
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posi tioD ·was chosen so that the section~·.1ocated at one-sixth
of the span from the sQuth:support would be subjected to the
maximum bending moment possible~ In total, twenty load incre-
ments per test -were necessary to study the response of the model,
under each ,of the two longitudinal positions. In acmodel with
an expected maximum number of seven beams, and with curb and
parapet, it would have been necessary to record sixty-six strain
gages and sixteen dial gages per load increment. Therefore, the
sample to be taken could not be large$ In fact, it had to be
the smallest possible sample which 'would accept a statistical
analysis of any'dependability~lG The size selected was four 0
In this manner , with the presenoe,' of two rejectable Qutl'iers,
two acceptable values could still be averaged 0
7.2 Orthogonal Polynomials
The most convenient way to minimize 'mistakes in the
testing-of a.specimen with linear b~havior, is to use identical
increments of load. This permits the use of orthogonal poly-
nomials when any-curve fitting by least squares is to be done
-on the experimental data. Since it was necessary to measure
the linearre~ponse of each strain and dial gage, orthogonal
polynomials up to the first degree were used. The formulation
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for the computer program was simplified in this aspect.94
Since the readings under a TTzeI"oTT load of one increment were
not recorded, the expression for the d~pendent variable, either
strain, or deflection represented as the,' ordinate, v, takes,·,the
form
v = (38)
where Pro (U) is the polynomial' of first degree in a four~incre­
':3 1
ment set of abscissae u, and is expressed as
P... eu) = 1 - ~3 (u-l) = 13 (5 - 2u),Sl, (39)
h 1 'dv h· h · f th fT e s ope ti' W 1C . 1.S a measure' 0 : e respons;e 0
each gage, is obtained fro'm Egs. 3.8 and 39:
u=4
dv 1 \
du ': -,10 L
u=l
(5 - 2,u) • v (4-0) ,
·:fhen, alltha·t is 'needed is ,the :sub's,tit,ution of the four ,exper~
imental values of strain or defleation·v , v , v , and v ;
1 2 a 4
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'or
- V
:3
- 3v )
4
(41)
7.3 Rejection Criterion of 'Outliers
The Dixon Criterion was used to reject 'both of the ex-
t~eme values :of the .four 'slopes for each gage .found from the data
of the four tests •. This·criterion is applicable when the popula-
tioD mean and the standard deviation are unknown, and the 'sample
in hand is the 'only'sourae of information~17
For the case of a sample of size four, the smallest or
largest'observations ave rejected if their relative values of
outliers exceed a certain:percentileo This percentile is tab-
ulated as a function of the risk of rejecting an observation
which rea·lly belongs in the .group 0 For the risk. of 50% ·,which
was adopted, the limiting percentile is 00510
After arranging the four,observations in,increasing
order X , X , X , and X , the extremes X and X are rejected
1 ·s a 4 1·4
if
x ~ X X - X
....../--.-__-X'I"!""""'l- > 0 Sl and / _ X3 > o. Sl
4 1 4 1
(4-2)
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7.4 Correction of Random Errors
In the first trial tests of the pilot model AI, it was
found that regardless of the systematic 'execution of each test
~nd of the high- degree of care with,which all of the operations
were 'performed~ recording mistakes and random errors in general
could not be avoided 0 This was verified whenever the data was
reduced by hand with-the objective of debugging the computer
programs 0
The mistakes were so noticeable in some cases, that
there 'was no doubt about the type of error-committed: the
minus sign was missing, digits had been transposed~ the digit
in the hundreds'or'in the thousands had been obviously:misread
or'misrecorded, the :load had been.given a wrong increment, the
circuit of one strain gage had been distuvbed in the middle 'of
a test, and others~ Once the diagnosis was given the error
was-corvected by hand. The problem was to incorporate this
corvection·of random.errors in the-computer ,program, so that
the ,experimental data could be-given directly to the computer 0
The procedure to correct random errors was devised
with the following assumptions in ,mind: (1) there exist at
least 'two ,correct data points in each set of four load points
in a test'; (2) there ·exist at "least two:cornect sets of four
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10ad points in,each,gage; and (3) even after ,three 'shakedowns,
the st~ess'memory,'of Plexiglas results in non-repeatable absolute
readings.
It ·was -therefore necessary to use relative values in
terms of the ratio ;of increment in the readings to the ,general
slope of the gage in studyo A-value had to be established in
,order to define a.possible mistaken datum point as admissible
·or-not. Equation 41 clearly;indicates that in a four-point set,
an ,error in an exterior point, v. or v , influences the result~
1· 4
ing slope three times as much as does an,error in an,interior
,point, v or'v. It was found later that a criterion with the
:G 3
limiting values of er~or for exterior ,points and interior points
in a ratio of 3 'would be too rigid for the exterior-points or
too mild for the int-erior 'points 0 A compromise I1atio :of 105
was then· successfully adopted.
The logic in the procedure to !cor~eat random errors
in.each'gage is as follows:
1. With,the ·sixteen data.points~ four ,per 'test,
determine th~·four ·slopeso
2. Apply the Dixon Rejection Criterion ,to those
four-slopes and find the average slope of the
non~rejected valueso
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3. Return to the <original data points to
examine the 'four points of one test at a
time. " Analyze the six possible binary
combinations to determine 'which pair of
correct points are in a·slope closest to
the average 'slope found in 20 The test
under ,examination is entirely rejected
when the difference between the closest
slope and the average slope has an abso-
lute value of more than 5~~, 25%, or l~~
in-one, two, or three abscissa-increments,
resl?ectively.
4. Check the possibly "mistaken points, one at
a time, to see if, according to the indi-
vidual location, the limiting value is ex-
oeeded and the point is actually,mistaken.
To do so, the closest corvect point is used
as a reference, and the mistake is expressed
as the ratio ;of the deviation from the posi~
tioD along the average slope~ to the average
slope~itself~ If the mistake exceeds loO.in
an .interior ,point, or ,I'.Sin" ~an i.nterior POiXlt,
the mistaken datum_is automatically replaced
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by the position along the average·slope.
5. The procedure is completed with the performing
. of a.second and final cycle 'of steps 1 and 2.
8. ASSUMPTIONS IN THE COMPUTATIONS
8.1 Linear Variation of Slab Strains
i
It was mentioned in Section 6.3 that the slab;strains
,were assumed to be in the same plane as the strains of the
beams. This is· equivalent to saying that Bernoulli's (often
referred to as Navier's) hypothesis holds for individual
beam~slab unitso There is no doubt that this hypothesis is
correct for a.single beam~slab, as proven by ,the results of
the second T-Beam reported in Section., 5. 7 . In a bridge' cross-
·section.with:more than one beam, this hypothesis could not be
IOO%,correct; and the only ,way to ,exactly analyze the experi-
mental data would be to mount a large number ,of strain gages
on both'slab ·surfaces. This·could not possibly be done on the
bottom'surface of the slabs used in a·system such as the one
described in Chapter 5. Strain,gages could have been· mounted
on the top:surface·of the slab, provided they are located in
the cross·sections 1, 2, and 3, away from the vehicle 'wheels,
and mounted in the:manner ,described also in Section 6o~. How-
ever, this would result in a total of 108 strain gages in the
:seven~beam model exemplified in Section 7.1. Sinee automatic
data acquisition equipment, featuring.single gage current input
(see 'property·4 in Section 3.3) was not available, it ,was decided
not to use the slab:gages in this ,investigation.
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It was then necessary to make the assumption that
the 'slab :strains vary linearly·over the" width, of slab that
corresponds to each beam. This is in every·case an upper
bound of the slab·contribution,to the equilibrium of the
cross-section; and the error involved should be ~educed as the
clear 'spacing between beams decreases.
8.2 Support Restraints
The cross-sectional equilibria are completely ·dis-
figured. 'if.::.'existenoe· . of F support restraints is not consideved.
The possible' presence of longitudinal and transverse reactions
could not be neglected in the preparation of the computer pro-
.gram used to analyze the experimental data to ultimately pro-
duoe, as the main output, the moment percentages and individual
slab widths of all of the beams in the cross-section of the
'bridge.
It ·was assumed that the longitudinal reaction was
distributed among the beams in proportion to the individual mo-
ment percentages.
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8.3 Cross-Seotional Moments
The:cross-sectional moments of individual beam-slab
units were corrected' by ,the elimination of the 'contribution
of the corresponding portion·of longitudinal reaction assumed
in Section 8.2. It was assumed that the jack and model vehicle
did not impose any longitudinal vestraint, and that the longi-
tudinal reaction was acting at the support levelo
8.4 Slab Widths
In,order to compute the total longitudinal reaction,
initial individual slab widths were assumed to ,cover: edge of
slab to midspacing of beams for ,exterior beams, and midspacing
to midspacing for~nterior beamSg Consequently, with,these
assumptions, the :value .computed for the total longitudinal re-
action,was an upper bound of the reactiODe
805 Equilibria ,with External Forces
Norm~l fo~oes and longitudinal bending ,moments (in
vertical planes) weveprimarily:considered in the equilibrium
of the bridge cross-seotione In addition, the vesulting trans-
verse bending moments (in horizontal planes) were set in,
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equilibrium with the south transverse reaction at the fixed-
end s~pport, as long as the expansion end was not free to
move in the transverse di~ection.
From the experimental strains, already" statistically
analyzed, stress blocks were computed with the resulting
equivalent forces. The sum of all of these forces·produced
the longitudinal reaction, while sums of moments in individual
beam-slab 'units gave the initial values of bending ,moments.
Successive approximations were then used on the individual
bending moments in a number 'of cycles from three to fiveo
From the second cycle on, a correction on the moment was car-
ried out as described in Section 8.3. That correction changed
the:moment pevcentages and also o changed the individual longi-
tudinal reaction. After the third cycle had been ,completed
(with,the second correction performed), the moments of the
third cycle 'were changed to linearly.extrapolated values deter-
-mined with the expnession
M, ==
:3
6 - ~1 2
(43)
whe~e Lv! and Mare th,e momen.ts foun.d in the first and second
~ 2
cycles, and ~ and ~ are the changes in moments due to the
,-l 2
corrections in the second and third cyclesq
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It·was found that the moments· converged very 'rapidly,
and that a total of four ,cycles, with a second extrapolation,
produced values which ,were very ·close to the final moments and
final moment pe~centageso With these moments, the final in-
dividualslab,widths were determined, together with trfu~sverse
bendi.ng.moments and south support reactiono
The main computer program I~23 was written in LEWIZ
language and believed completely debugged after 'one year of
programming struggle. It resulted in a segmented program in
order to comply ,with ,the capacity of the G.E o 225 digital
computer 0 During the main testing program, the program was
saved ·on two magnetic tapes, and called to execution for ,each
new,set of experimental datao It ·was possible to have avail-
able the results for a·model test on the same day of the test.
This program is filed, together with all of the programs and
t·est ·data used, in Fri tz Lab Project 322 eIlti tl.ed frA Struc-
tural Model Study of Load Distribution in H:r-ghway Bridges TT •
Section 12.1 in the Appendix shows synthetic de-
scription of Program I-23 in all of its nine segments 0
9. PROGRAM OF TESTS
901 Basi,c Cross-Sections
Sixteen diffevent bolted models'were tested and ana-
lyzed at an average rate of four 'models per week o One of the
first bolted models tested was almost identical to the pilot
model Alo The·only.difference in the ·cross-section was that
of a.slightly closer-spacing of beams as a vesult 'of the trans-
ve~se spacing'of the pattern-of holes in the slabg Three addi-
tional' differences were built-in as a result 'of the planning of
the model system. First, the section of Nominal Maximum Moment
was farther from midspan in order to be as far from hal.es and
midspan diaphragm as possible; second, the transverse spacing
,of the loading lanes·was larger; and third, the track of the
standard design vehicle 'was slightly narrowero Nevertheless,
it 'was.· convenient to test this ·model as a Qomplete pil.ot boI.ted
modelo It·was during the pilot tests of this bolted model that
the torque qpecifications for the assembly operations we~e de-
£inedo This model was identified as B40
The torque specifications, together\with all of the
information-necessary:to,conduct a bolted model test, are a
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part. of the'computer,program 1-230 They ape arranged in the
first page of the output, which-can be·found in Section 1282 of
the Appendixo
The·program·of tests is schematically represented in
Figa 22 wheve the midspan.crass-sections are all drawn at the
same scaleo In·summary, seven basic·crass-sections of bolted
models weTe usedo It can be seen that four 'models we~e tested
out·of each ,of the first three basic·cross-sectionsD
Figures 23, 2~, and 25 show a.graphical comparison
.of moment percentages and slab widths between model Al and the
prototype, with the vehicle on the three diffevent loading lanes
1, 2, and 3, respectively. 8, Itis evident that the exterior
beams A and D>carry more moment in the model than in ,the pro-
totype; and that the sum ·of the individual slab widths in the
prototype beams is always less than the total widths of the
slab by a large peFcentage. The ""sums -of individual slab:widths
are qpproximately 66%, 72%, and 86%, respectively for lanes 1,
2, and 3. The substantial and consistent ,differences of moment
percentages and of individual slab'widths, between, model Al and
prototype, could be explained in the following.manner:
1. It is possible that the interaction between
curb and slab, and between parapet mld curb
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is better in the model_AI where a continuous
adhesive was used, than in'the prototype 'where
reinforcing bars provide a somewhat discontinuous
connection.
2. The neoprene bearing :pads used in the prototype
supports actually do not permit fully unrestrained
stretching of the bottom fibers of the beams. A
,compressive force is developed, resulting in a
combined flexure~compressionbehavior of the
prototype. In an equilibrium analysis of any
,cross-section, the computed compFessive stress
blocks in the 'slab are greatly reduced when
the combined pehavior is taken into aCCQunt Q
Therefore, the resulting individual slab widths
do not add up to the total transformed width
of the slabo The total theonetical trans-
formed ~idth,of the slab:would be about 13%
less than the total actual. width, (see Eq 0 15,
Section 3.1), if the theo~etical ratio of moduli
is based on Ego 15. Furthermore, the "moments
carried by the beams are also reduced if the
compressive restraining force is not included
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in the analysis. A large value 'of the mod-
ulus of elasticity (see Section 4.4) is ob-
tained when the 'sum of interior moments is
equated with the external moment~ Although
the moments of individual beams are all re-
duced, the reduction is not uniform 0 Because
of a higher value-of section modulus due to
the presence of curb and parapet, the moments
in the exterior beams are reduced by the com-
pressive force in a la~ger proportion than the
reduction in the interior beam moments. Con-
.sequently, the moment percentages in the model
differ ,from those computed in the protdtype
stud'y, as 'shown'iIJ. Figs. ,23, 24, and 25.
9.2 Seguence 'of Bolted Models
It 'was decided to test, first of all, three families
of four~beam bridges, having the same 'oenter-to~center spacing
of 6.48 in. for the beams. This spacing 'was the closest pos-
sible to the ;beam spacing of 6.56 in. in model AI. The three
beam sizes to be used were selected such that the flexural mo-
ment of inertia of the 4 x 39 could be approximately duplicated
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by the 3 x 420 The t0rsional moment of inertia-of the 3 x 42
could, in turn, be duplicated by the 4 x 300
Each·family,iof fou~models was formed as a result'of
the assembly 'steps mentioned in Section 5010 The fi,rstmodel
had only the four beams and slab; the second had beams and slab
with .curb and parapet pieces; the third had beams arld sl.ab :with
diaphragm pieces; and the fourth' had beams and sl.ab wi th, curb,
parapet and diaphragm pieceso The:same 1/2 in. slab:was used
throughout a,II of the twelve tes,ts of the 4 ,x 39 ~4 x 30, and
3 x 42 families. In addition to these twelve tests, two tests
involving 3/8:ino and 5/8 in. ,slab thicknesses·were performed
on ,complete models with,4 x 39 beams; and two final tests with-
out 'curb, parapet, and diaphragm ,pieaes 'were carried out, first
in a four-beam ,bridge with 3 x 42 and 4 x 39 beams, and last in
a .seven~beam bridge 'with 3 x 24- beams ~ which ,welle the smal.lest
beams used in the system~
Table 5 gives a.synthetic ,description ,of all seventeen
models t~sted, including Al. ~ with the :corresponding fil.e llumbers 0
Several modifications were made to the testi~g p~ogram
as a result of the experience obtained while testing model Bl.
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With,the vehicle at position one (see Section 701), the signal
from the strain,gages in the third section ' gaged (see Section
604) did not :show the same consistency as the signal from.gages
in the first two sectionso This was confirmed by the program
output for the three sections'which'showed that, although·the
uniformity of load distribution decreased consistently from
midspan toward the support, the inaccuracy ,of the computations
for the third section:gaged was being,magnified due to the as-
.sumptions mentioned in Chapter 80 Furthermore, it was clear
that the ·individual maximum moments in the beams were occurring
at a location·somewheve between the first two :sections gaged.
Theuefore, it was .decided that the strains from ,the trdrd sec-
tion should not be recorded 0 It was also found that the overall
response of the bridge did not change substantially'with·the
vehicle at the second positioDo Besides, this second position
was selected with the intention ,of producing the maximum:moment
at the third section gagedo ThevefoDe, since the gage Desponse
from ,the third section·was not to be recorded, the use:of the
second position of the vehicle was abandoned 0
100 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1001 Effect 'of Diaphragms
Table 5 suggests that two possible distinctions can be
made among the sixteen~ bolted models tested. One distinction is
that of cross-sections with, and without, curb and parapet sec~
tions, and the second distinction is that of cross~sections with~
and without, diaphragmso
Since the effect, of curbs and parapets is of a·more
localized nature, affecting ,primarily the exterior beams, greater
importance was given' ,'to the study ,of the effect of diaphragms.
This was the policy used in the preparation of most of the Figso
26 through 470
The effect of the ,disphragms is shown for the three
famili.es of four-beam -cross-sections, involving 4 x 39, 4 x 30,
~nd 3 x 42 beams, in Figs. 26 through 31, 36 ,through 41, and 42
through 47 pespectively the presence'of dia~
substantially:improves·the uniformity ,of the lateral
It was appropriate to present Figa 32 immediately
after the figures pertaining to the family of models :with four
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4 x 39 beamso Figure 32 compares model B4 with model Al and
the prototype, and shows less disagreement between the proto-
type and B4 than between the prototype and Al. The parapet
strains in model B4 showed less parapet interaction than the
parapet strains in model Alo 7 This is a verification of the
statement- mentioned in Section 505, regarding the possibility
of increasing the parapet connection with additional screws. It
should be noted that the study of the effects of a·single dia-
phragm was not- included in this program of testso However, the
particular effect of the midspan diaphragm only, can be easily
'studied with this model system.
1002 Effect of Curbs and Parapets
Figures 33, 34, and 35 show the typical effect- of the
presence of curb and parapet pieces on the lateral load distri-
butiono The exterior beam·closest to the load carries a larger
percentage of moment, and the moment in the other exterior beam
is thereby reduced.
1003.. Effect- of Beam Cross-Section
A ,comparison of the maximum and minimum values of the
moment percentages for the 4 x 39, 4 x 30, and 3 x 42 families
of cross-sections, shows that appreciable differences exist.
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The differen,ces are of a consistent nature, and the complete
models B4, B8, and B12 can be' properly 'used as representative
of cross-sections utilizing 4- x 39, 4 x 30, and ,3 x 42 beams,
respectively.
With the load on lane 1, Fig. 29 sh9wS a maximum of
47% and a minimum of 10% for '-model B4; F,ig. 39 sho",s a· ma.ximum
of 47% and a minimum of 13% for model B8; and Fig. 45 shows a
maximum of 51% and a minimum of 7% for model B12. Similar-com-
parisons for the cases with the load on lane 2 and 3 would yield
similar responses. Of the three cross-sections, the model with
~ x 30 beams had the most uniform lateral load distribution while
the model with 3 x 4-2 beams had the least uniform distribution.
The 4- x 30 and 3 x 42 beams have the same J, but the 3 x 42 has
a larger 10 The clear spacing between the, 3 x 42 beams was more
than 102 times the clear spacing between the ~ x 30 beams. All
of these observations indicate, among other things, that the mag-
nitude of the transverse span of the slab plays an important role
in lateral load load distribution 0 Figures 48 through 51, which
will be analyzed in Section 1004, show the'effect of slab thick-
ness 0
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Figures S2~ 53~ and S~ compare models B4, B8, and
B12 with the load on lanes l~ 2, and 3, respectively 0 Model
BIS was assembled with two exterior 3 x ~2 beams and two in-
terior 4 x 39 beams, and its ,behavior is shown, for the three
separate lanes of loading, in Figo 550 Figures 56, 57, and
58 show an improvement of BIS over B9 as compared with BI.
1004 Effect of Slab Thickness
Models B13 and B14 are identical in every respect e~­
oept slab thickness 0 Figures 48~ 4g~ and 50 show, in every
case, that the model with the thicker slab exhibits a more
uniform lateral load distributiono
As an item of interest~ Figo 51 is included to show
that model B13~ with a 3/8 ino slab exhibits a behavior 'some-
what closer to that of the prototype of model Alo (See Sec-
tion 301)
Figures 48~ 49~ and 50 could have included model B4
which had the 1/2 in. slaba However~ the performances of models
B4 and B14were very similar, indicating that slab thickness, in
the range 1/2 in~ to 5/8 ino 9 has little effect on lateral dis-
tributiono
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10.5 Effect ,of Number ,of Beams,.and Section Gaged
One model with, seven 3 x 2~ beams was tested as a
final check.on the-computer,program. The results shown,in
Fig. S9 are a clear -indication of the uniformity achieved in
the latera~ load distribution.
The:complete output of vesults of the test of model
B16:constitutes Section 12.2 of the Appendix.
Finally, Figs. 60,61, and ,52 are presented to,show
the typical diffe~enae in response-exhibited between the sec-
tion at the Thi~d·of the Span and the Section ,of Maximum Mo-
meht~
SUMMARY,AND CONCLUSIONS
>
11Q1 Present Achievements
A model system was designed and proven to be highly
,efficient in the study ,of the most important parameters af-
fecting load distribution in box~beam bridges of the beam-slab
type 0 The system incorporat'es concepts and techniques ,which
,weDe ,responsible for the efficiency and versatility evidenced
during the program of testsQ The achievements of this investi-
gation were primarily the result of the appropriate use of these
conoepts and techniques 0
The analytical treatment of the data, presented in
Chapters 7 and 8 proved most useful~ and certainly applicable,
within the limitations of the assumptions made 9 to all of the
cases tested, and later discussed in Chapter 100 In pa~ticular,
the correction of random errors (Section 704), and the method of
successive approximations on the individual bending:moments
(Section 805) are original contributionso
The results from ,the seventeen models tested show
the qualitative and quantitative ,effects of (1) size and number
·ofbeams~ (2) slab thickness~ (3) curb and parapet sections, and
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(4) diaphragms 0 The understanding of the behavior of the bridge
type studied is greatly improved when these effects are correctly
assessed"
A main computer program was written in order to fully
analyze the experimental datao The program contains all of the
analyses and techniques presented~ The program output gives
the results in a complete and detailed manner_
Finally, the creep compensating technique for the
testing of viscoelastic material specimens is effectively in-
corporated, with a high degree of reliability, into a formal
inves tigati on" Al though the use of the co:ncept of creep com-
pensation is not original 5 the practical use of this technique
is presented as a powerful tool in Structural Model Analysis~
1102 Recommendations for Future Work
As a result of the experience gained during this
investigation, it is appropriate to include a series of rec-
ommendations for future experimental studies $
Starting with the test setup, it is advisable to
make an attempt to measure the individual beam reactions 0 This
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'can be accomplished through use of calibrated creep compensat-
ing tripods, two at,each,end of a beam 0 The tr-ipods would give
the three components of the reaction force, and the overall
equilibrium ,could be correlatedo In addition, a thrust bearing
'can be easily placed between the mechanical jack and the load
cell to completely,eliminate any 'restraint from the jack.
With respect to the instrumentation, it is necessary
to collect more information on the strain variation in the slab
of the bridge models. Even with the use of smaller foil-resist~
ance strain gages, it would be impractical to mount a large num-
ber of gages, and·,:·~this would certainly affect the behavior of
the specimens. The answer, may ,be ion the use of the incipient
applicability of laser beams which,could be capable of d~tect­
ing the strain surface for the entire cross-section.
Finally, with reference to the parameters~to be studied,
much:work is yet to be,doneo This additional work could include,
among other items, an exhaustive-investigation of the effect of
beam 'spacing and of angle of skew of the bridge.
120 APPENDIX
12.1 .Synthetic Description of the Main Computer Program
The main ,computer program I 23, filed under I 23h,
consists of nine segments, plus a common portiono The descrip-
tion of the program is divided into ten parts:
Common Portion ~ Dimensions are set for·fixed-
point and floating-point arrays and inter-
. segmental variables o
Segment 1 ~ Information abnut typical charac-
teristics of the model, material properties,
prototype load, model beam sizes, load incre~
·ment used in the test, and beam spacings is
~eado The cross-sectional properties are com-
putedo Initial individual slab :widths are
assumed a
Segment 2 ~ The number of the load position is
reado Segments 2 through·9 are repeated for
each load positiollo
Segment 3 - All of the experimental data of
strains and deflections for ,one section gaged
is read. The'complete statistical analysis
on the data is performed. Segments 3 through 8
a~e repeated for ,each 'section gagedo
Segment 4 - Invariant forces and moment c'om-
panents are computed for beams, with·curb and
parapet~ if present in the cross~sectiona Beam
deflections and rotations are also :computed a
Segment 5 ~ Computations for ;equilibrium of
normal forces, and for bending moments in a
vertical plane using successive approximations,
are ,carried Duto
Segment 6 - Slab widths and bending moments
in a horizontal plane are:computed. Testing
instructions are printed in the outp~t.
Segment 7 ~ Symmetrically located values are
combined to form the arrays of response for
the entire cross-section under load on three
different lanes only 0 Strains~ deflections,
and location of neutral axes can be printed
as secondary" output number, one 0 Coefficients
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of M , M , mid~width deflections, and rotations,x y
together ,with slab :widths can be printed as sec-
ondary output number two.
Segment 8 - Computations of moments, moment per-
centages, reactions, and percentage of total slab
width are performedo These values can be printed,
together with cross~sectional profiles of deflec-
tions and rotations as secondary output number
three 0
Segment 9 - This last segment commands the print-
out of the main output containing moment percentages
and slab widths of all of the section gages for the
loaq on three different laneso A prief description
of the model analyzed is also printedo A·final
check is performed to verify if the data contained
the exact number-of data pointso
12.2 Example of the Main Computer Program Ou~put
The entire output for model B16 is included in the
following pageso
...
•
OCS 2'117
MA~ 2'; 6f!.
MACI~S M A ~OMENT PERC~NTAGES,BOLTED MO~~L 3/28/68.
06 44.4
3/28/158
•
•
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•
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MA1~ cOMPUTER PROGRAM 1-23 ~OP FRrTZ LA3 PROJECT 3 c: IT CONTAINS THE MOST RECENT IMPROVEMENTS, ~S OF
MARCH 196a~ DEVE~O~ED IN THE PROGKAMMING O~ THIS PPOJE:T. THIS ~ OG~AM CA~ ~AND~E Bex BEAM BRIOGE MODELS ~rT~ A SYMMET.
RIC C;05S SEC7ro~ ~F·TWO TO SEVEN lOFNTICAL OR DIFFERE~T BEAMS. UR~S~ PARAREiS, OR DIAPHRAGMS HAY OR MAY NOT BE PRES-
E~r~ AND THE EXPANSION ENO MAYoR MAY NOT 9~ ,RE; TO ~JVE IN THE RA~SVERSE BlRECTIQN. THE INTERCHANGEABLE MODEL COMPO.
NE~rs, MADE OUT OF PLEX1~LAS, ARE SOlTED TOGETHE~ UNDE; 401 or 74 MAXIMUM LOAD TO BE APPLIED USING THE ~OLLO~ING TORQUe
SPECIFICATIONS •• 10 rN.~9. 1~ THE SCREWS CONNECTiNG TH: BEAMS AND DIAP~RAGMS TO THE SLAB, 15 IN.LB, IN T~E SCREWS CON-
N2CTl\G THE CUReS TO T~E 5LA3 J 20 IN.LB, !N THE SCREWS CONNECTING THE PARAPETS TO T~E CURBS~ AND 5 IN.L8. IN THE TIE
RODS CONNECTING THE DIAP~RAGMS TO THE BEAMS. AFTER THE MODEL IS ASSEMRLED rULL CONTACT WITH THE SUPPORTS IS ACHIEVED BY
T~E USE OF STEEL S~IMS BETWEEN THE STEEL PLATES 30LTED TO EACH R=AM AT ITS ENDS AND THE NORTH AND SOUT~ SUPPORTS.
T~~ INPUTS TO THIS PROGRAM ARE TH~ EXPE~rMENTAL READt GS OF MICROSTRAINS AND DEFLFCTrONS .IN TENTHOU-
SANDT S O~ AN INCH DUE To STAtIc TRUCK LOAnINgS IN T~E FIVE LCADr~G ANES rCR ONE OR T~O LOAD POSITIONS.- THE STANDARD
HS20- 4 AASHO TRUC< TRAILEF IS SIMULATED WrTH TH; 01STA~CES BETWEEN XLES AT THE MINIMUM OV 10.5 IN~ IN 6RDER TO PRODUCE
T~E L RSEST BENOIN~ MO~~~T POSS!BL~ UNDE~ THE nRIVE AX~E. " THE FIVE OAOING LANES COVER THE ENTIRE CLEAR WIDTH OF 20.88
!~, 0 THE ROADW,V J ARE EOUA~LY SPACED 3.72 IN. J AND A~E NUM8E ReD 1 HRaUG~ 5 rROM THE EAST WESTWARD. ON LOAD POSITION
NUHHE ONE 7~E DRiV~ AXLE O~ TH; TRUCK IS LOCATED 1.75 IN. NORTH DF rDSPA~, AND eN LOAD POSITION NUMBER TwO THE REAR
AXLe ~ ThE TRArl~q IS AT THE Sr XTH Ot THE SPAN :LnSE TO T~E SOUT~ S FPORT, THE TRUCK HEADS ALWAYS TOWARD THE NORT~.
T~~ LOAD MAS TO BE APPLIED IN FOU IDENTICAL !NCR ~EN S EQUAL TO ONE rrFTH OF THE TOTAL FORCE REQUIRED TO
DEF ECT THE MIDS?A~ A MAX!MU~ OF ABOUT TwO TENTH OF A~ INC~ WIT T~ TRUCK eN LANE ONE DR FIVE. LOAD NUMBER ZERO IS
T~U SQUAL TO ONE rNcREME~T. THE LOAD IS ~EASUR D WIT~ A PLEXIG AS OM?ENSATING LOAD CELL PLACED BETWEEN THE HEAD Ot A
MEC A~lCAL JACK AND THE SEAR NG~JOINTED FRAME TH T SIMJLATES THE TRu K TPAILER. THE INSTANTANEOUS CALIB~ATION FACTOR OF
T~E LeAD CELL IS, AT 75 DEGR ES FAHRENHEIT; ECUA TO 0.6814 LBt/~ICR OUTPUT. BEFORE TESTING EACH MODEL IT IS NECESSARY
TO sUBJECT IT TO AT LEAST TH EE SHAKEDO~N LOADS QUAL TO THE MAXI~UM LOAD Te BE APPLI~D. DURING TkF TESTS THE SEQUENCE
OF l 04 DrN,3 \.. Ai~ES 1S 3 .. · '+, ·2,. 1,1 Al'of D s.
T~~ READINGS ARE PUNCHED DIREcTLY IN DATA CARDS USING AN lRM 10 CARD PUNCH, SINCE THE CROSS SECTIONS OF
THE B lDGES ARE S1 METRIc,. GAGEs AHE NECESSARY a LY ON HALF OF E4CH ~ODEL. EACH sEAM GAG~D ~AS tOUR STRAIN GAGES IN
EACH ~ TnE T~PE~ EcTrONS GAGEn t MAX. MOMENT,. HIRD)F THE SPA~, A~D SIXTH or THE SPAN J, AND TwO DIAL GAG~S IN EACH
OF 1H ~lRST TwO S cTIONS GAGEn THE FORTV-TWO TRAIN GAGES ON TOP o~ THE SLA8 WILL NOT BE USEe IN T~IS PROJECT, BUT IN
rUTuR ~TunrES. 1 IS o~ ui~osf IMPORTANCE TO E IMINATE OXIDATION I~ THE CO~TACTS OF THE MULT!PLE CONNECTORS OF THE
STRAI GAGES 8FFO~ STARTING TO T~ST A MOD~L. T E READINGS TO 8E RE:ORDED ARE T~OSE UNDER LOAD NUMBERS 1~ 2,1 3~ AND 4.
rOR STATISTICAL ANALYSIS PURPOSES T~E T=STS ARE TO BE P;RFORMFD FOUR TIMES, AND ANY SIGN!~ICANT RANDOM
ERROR IN TH~ DATA ~ILL bE AUTOMATICALLY cORRECTEo IN T~IS PROGRA~. THE SLOPES o~ LOAD VS, STRAIN AND OF LOAD VS, DE.
FLEcTION ARE FClIN0 8Y ~ITTrN3 ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS USING LEAST SQUARES. T~E DIXON cRITERION TO REJECT OUTLIERS IS
U~EO ~ITH A 50~ ~15~ O~ REJECTING AN OBS~RVATION THAT ~EALLY 8ELO~GS IN THE SAMPLE. REFERENCES •• FIT Or ORTHOGONAL POL.
YNOMIALS BY LEAST ~QUARESJ c, R. WYLIE JR,; ADVA~CF.D E~GtNEERING ~AT~~~AT!CS~ MCGRAW-HILL, 1960, P? 179 TO 183., SMALL
SAMFL~ METHuD, p. 3. riOeL, I~TRJDUCTION TO MATHE~ATIcA_ STATIST!C3 J JOHN WILEY AND SONS, 1965, PP, 262 TO 292,~ nIXON
REJeCTION CR!TERI0~, H. G. NATRFLLA, EXPERIMENTA_ STATISTICS, NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS ~AND800K 91. 1966. P, 17-3.
!~e MAI~ OUTpUT OF THIS PROGRAM IS AN A~RAY Or MO~=NT PERCENTAGES AND SLAB WIDTHS IN INCHES FOR ALL BEAMS
AT AL SECTIONS S~~ED, WITH THE LOAD ON THREE D!:rERENT LANES) A~D FOR EACH SF THE LOAD POSITIO~S USED. SECONDARY OUT-
PUT~ ER ~ECTION ~4GE0 T~AT CAN 8~ PRINTFD •• STR4IN$,. DEFLEcTIONS AN~ NEUTRAt AX!S ORDINATES,. COEF~ICIENTS AND SLAB
WIDTH rOR ALL T~t 8E~~~, ~ND SUMMATIONS Or MOME~TS AND SLAB WIDTHS WIT~ VALUES OF THE NORTH LONGITUDINAL REACTION, OF
THE M DULJS OF ELASTICITy NECESSARY FOR EQUILI8 RIUM, A~n OF THE SOUT~ TRANSV~RSE REACTION, PLUS CROSS SECTIONAL DEFLEC-
TION ND ~OTATIO~ PKOtI~FS.
SPt:IAL CCQF. !~ THe rIRST TwO DAT~ CARDS •• IN EIT~ER CUR8~ PARPT. DIAPH, EXEND FREE, PRINTS01. PRINTS02,
AND p ~ I ~J TS 0S , A 1 t: ~ 0 M A \j S N:) ANI) A ONE MEANS Yl:: s • MODEL Dt MEN S rON sIN INCHES BlJ I LT INTO THIS PROGRAM. • LENGTH 5 0 , SPAN",
48 • -.l 4, wI iJ TH n;;- S I- 4. d 2 , 3 tA "1 8 0 TT OM ANO S ! DE WA ~ L S THI CKNESS :; / 16 , 3EAt-I TO P ~ALl. THIe l(NESS 3/16.r CUR 8 WI DTH 2 1/16, ,.. .."",;Z:
CURa rHIC~N~SS lId. ~A A~~T ~rDTH AND THICKNESS O.Q5, THICKNESS Or STEEL ~ND PLATES 1/8, AND DISTANCES FROM THE SOUTH
SUP~Q~T TO THE F!RST S ~T!ON GAGED 28.22, TO THE SECOND SECTION GAGED 17,72. AND TO THE THIRD SEcTION GAGED 7.22.
co
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T~~TH~ nF HIC~8STRAI~~ A~D DEF~~CTrONS IN ~UND~EDT~OJSANDTHS 0; AN INCH. AVG'i E: MODEL= 4.6583245.05 L8; PER SO.IN.
LOA.D POSITION
::;;CrrON :;AGED
::4:iE NU~8FR LDAD ON LANE 1 LOAD ON ~ANE 2 LOAO ON LANE 3 LOAD ON LANE 4 LOAD ON LANE 5 TYPE
1
1 6-30 434 316 2 4 3 181 BEAM STRAIN
2 240 171 123 100 7Q BEAM STRAIN
3 669 458 326 241 173 BEAM STRAIN
4 2b8 17~ 115 64 52 BEAM STRAIN
5 540 470 359 2i4 214 BEA~ STRAIN
f. 200 j.72 1..41 113 88 SEAM STRAIN
7 540 4;8 350 264 190 BEAM STRAIN
B 235 191 130 85 49 8EAM STRAIN
9 432 448 403 326 266 SEAM STRAIN·
10 141 156 153 123 87 SEAM STRAIN
11 424 447 408 330 256 BEAM STRAIN
12 182 1?0 122 SO 42 8EAM STRAIN
13 352 418 427 391 326 BEAM STRAIN
14 95 119 149 157 123 8EAM STRAIN
15 336 399 400 371 308 BEAM STRAIN
16 134 157 156 138 99 BEAM STRAIN
17 1324 950 668 489 344 8M; DEFLECTION
18 1220 948 704 525 390 8M. DEFLECTION
t Q 1128 927 706 5~5 415 8M) DEFLECTION
20 1020 917 749 605 480 8M; DEFLECTION
21 :t000 ~42_, 916 613 54t' 8M: DEFLECTION
22 873 898 841 737 628 8M. DEFLECTION
23 781 839 817 750 655 BM'l DEFLECTION
2 4 67?:. "75'7~""" 819 827 775 8M. DEFLECTION
CfSTA\CES IN INC~~5 FR~H THE TOp FISER TO THENEJTRAC A~f~ iN THE BEAMS GAGED. AVG~ EM =
[AfTER CORREcitioN :~OH twe ~~rECTS or AN~ LONGITUDINAL REACTIO~]
LOAD ON LANE 1 LOAD ON ~ANE-2TaAD ON LANE 3 tOAD ON, LANE 4 LOAD ON LANE 5
/
2. 7823532"'01" 2~(f5484'58c.'ol~~-"-"---2~c2B41050; 01
1.37+4q!~~O~ ~.~~?21~3=P;_ 2.72~78~6;Ol
_~~~7,?~~~iD! ?~~?~1i~!!Q1 2~~@~8~4e!Ol
1.3487399801 ·2.6420157-01 3.9429846.01
''''';'::~,-:1~~'~~;;II~::-~_,,~;Tf~~~-i'~"~'f~~-,~" '~-;:'~-;~'~'~;~:~'f,
00
I'\J
EAST
~EST
EAST
WEST
EAST
WEST
EAST
WEST
BEAM WALL
4.6583245+05 LBt PER SO.IN.
1.8090766-01
4,5500123-01
1.3271368-01
3.9320290"'01
3.4031 4 44-01
5.691 9 652-01
2,54'31396-01
3.5833683-01
2, 2~l31875- 01
?,81887!5·0~",
1.9833317-01
3,7143976-01
2.io41632-01
4,4656196-01
2.0046014-01
3.2902046-01
2.4130608·01 2.3883125,01
2,8~4~164;6i--~3~1164222;01
2.5044166.01
2.1064325-01
2
4
3
1
BEl,M NuMBER
(F"R'JM THE EAST
EDGE wESTwARD'
•
•
•
•
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MrOWIOTh
00
W
~.. ~E4rT!ONS# ~O~=~TS# AND S.43 wIJ~HS I~ • SEcTrD~ G~~~J fOR THE LOAD ON T~~EE nI~rERENT LANES. AVGE~: •• 6583245+05
~8' PER sa. IN.
Nd~ ~~~GiT00iN4L SUM or MOMENTS N;CESSA~V EM TOTAL LAST ASS. PERCENTAGE O~ SUM or MOHT. ~ SO~ TR~~s~~~§i--~
~OAD ON J.••_"N§~ >_~~E_~~&rJ~9.~~1J.j".J~ ",,_--~ABOUT x FOR EOU I L. I sRr UM MO"lT, Y COR, TOTAL SLAB fL13 f t~, ..J ~~~_~,QT 1,.Q_~ _tb,~,LJ~_
~a~THwARD • [LB.IN.l [~~. I S~.IN.l t.~.IN., WIDTH TO? CLOCKWIse. EASTWARD.
".-" .;~-~_,,-~_lJJ.~l~ __G;_ :,wTJ1"e",,,,,~.'tf;~_~,GE EM 1 r AF" T::Reo R~ECT I ON OF' r ~E NO RT H LING. REACT ION] t US 1NG _, _!~e,_ ~~i-~4.G~. __ -t;~,L ~ =~
00
-1=
"l
....SECTION GAGeD
~EAM3~"--'V~~'-~~~-~-~------~'--8~E-A-M
4.0020943.05 1.3562967.01
AV_E~~"fir;__~e..q,e,~~~~Y ~M ~_7,,, '!.13_~t6-~,,5.!O? __~ __,
103 -.4. '!!1.77~~ ~_! _0 .1_~ ~ ~,~.t:§~i1-~?§~ ~OJ;,;,-~;,,",
._"._~_~_.~?,_~~~_;3~~-S~-i"Q,O '--_O_~~'" _~r-",,~ 1_Q~·t~ __ ,,~",,~_,,-!J._,!,,2,o __a~~.,~~.!Jt1~ ·"4~a62'3846.(l:~"",",,, ---=,'
-1 ~~_4,Q-O_~_4~O_+:O_1r__ ~.~ _-~.tI~.Q,a_? __22,-lt02 __ ,,~.•_126248~*:P_?~ 6"4~~~.4~~.P5,_
l..04D po~tTIO~
__~__1_."-~_1_9"O __~_2J4;tJl:~<' ~ __~,~._ ~._r.~~~_~,~~}.• e2
-MfliillfritH~O--EfL.ECf-rdNS ---'iND ·--R6T"4'tfo'N-§-·'fN~A'--~SECT't6'N -ciiGED "¢OR'
2
3
1
L.o AnoN LANE -- ----'--"'freA}i--""-1-"-~"---'-~~---~"~~~-"-~~-~---~~~----'''''"''",,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
00
111
-COEFFICiENTS AND S(".AB"~itDTHS FOR A'LC'-~E'A'MS ".·lITH' THE' CO'~:o "Ofi'-A'CC ';iIVE L.ANEs. IVG. E HOoEL=
00
(j")
_,g~~, __ -.~_A~,~ ""~" LOAD __,~,N l.A~,,~~~~_,~_
4.6583245+05 L8: PER SQ. IN.
''__L'O~~,D_ J:O~+_r~,Qt! _~,_"
"'4.7611788~06
'~'-~ 1~O'33'4'i65·'o--~r=-~~
·1.5942578.06
,- 1. 4232ii2.'06~~-'-V'"-
1. 3~23"84.9.~
,,3.4251021-; 05 --·i -.--D2'7-tJ338-.-CJ5~
,",'," .,--."",., ,---"'".,~~,! ..2+.?o~!!!~::,l~L~,~~? !~?,'ll*v?!_~,_~~~9"~,_,,,'
, .. ,~ ...._; -.:;.;. :-,:.'~.:,".~~::,...:..: --- ~~ .. :;.....: ._., .........'"l'~.:4':- :-.'~.~~~~....-, ".":",." •
_ -" ' ~:·:.:·:·.:·::.·:2·:~:;J:;;:...i:
1
'2:"
3'
4
,5,
6
,,----,( '--
VALUE
'rUNITS)
SLAB.. ~tOrH
(rNCH~~J' --
BEAM NUMBER
"f~RO'M'--fH-E'-EAS'r
,E,~,g,,~~,~~,,~~T,~~~~~ PJ, Lg~p,, __Q_N.
MOMENT c.QErrrlC,l~~.T_~j;>- __(CJBre t~CHESl
2
GAGED
SECTION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
co
...........
•
MOMENT PERCENTAGES .AND~,~,L.~~.~,:,~~lPJ.HS_ ,..I,~,J~"CH~S fq,~,-AL~ '"'~;~~,~ ,A,~_~LL SECTIONS GAGED WITH THE LOAD ON THREE DIFFERENT LANES
OJ
00
4.6583245+05 LST PER SO.IN •AVG.E MODEL
1
EXeNb FREE, A ZERO MEANS NO" AND'AON'E"~MEA'tlfS'YeST--'
BEAM .Top qURBWIP!11 .• CURI' .. T~tc;KNES~ PA.~APET. WlpT~
--" ~'~i ~ " , 2"'~"/~~" "" ------"--, ----, """:; 1,~~,~=~"::::m~_'::"~~~:::J"~~r;~KNES'So,,,,-~~
ION GAG E 0
2 tNOMINAL THIRp OF THE SPANJ 3 (NOMINAL SIXTH O~ THE SPAN]
""--,, "10ME\lT ~ " SLAB wroTH MOMENT ~ SLAB WIDTH
L.Ob.D PO,~I.tl,QN",
''' I'~-746"a 11",;"61 "[8'-~
1 ""2'~--S'B'4';; 6'ciO":oi '"'' 4.'242188a.lfif-- 2,5995894.01 3.9209296+00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
2 2.15B6349+01 5.7225459·00 2.1541232+01 3.7675597+00 INSUrtlCIENT GAGE RESPONSE
:5 -- '1,6'5'7"49"19. o'i 3.3158723+00 1.6395553+01 5.9160723·00 INSU~FICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
4 1.2691217+01 ,~,. ,0 8 03* 5§,,,,O D, " 1. 2120 .4 a5 +01 3 , 4 0 4138 7" 0 0, !NSU~rICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
's" ""-- 's'. 8"2'5'244 3.0'0'" 2.0490034+00 9.1409864+00 2 , 54 20519'" 00" INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
6 7 • 5702,321'" 00 3,. 04 9 2821 ... 0 0 7.48989b7+00 2.8576186+00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
7 6.904,3484+00 4,405989''''00 7.0160332+00 4,9217066+00 INSUrFICIENT G4GE RESPONSE
,B,,~,~MS ONE HUNDRED 2.5865200+01 ONS HU~DRED 2.7330077+01
1 1.7727 9 50+01 4 .. 0644918"'00
-_.~.. _--
1.7671834+01 3.1859064+00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
2 1.82tS8804+el 4 .. 0867652+00 1.8164620+01 3,7366557·00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
;) 1.7237676·61 3.6549951-00 1.7524313+01 4,1574564+00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
4 1.5068540+01 3.8694728+00 1.5215771 ... 01 4.2507731+00 INSU~FICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
5 1.1940651+01 2.67048 7 2-00 1.2228504+01 3,,1580737+00 INSUrFrCIENT GAGE RESPONSE
"6 1,0307113·e1 3.4819912+00 1.0135395... 01 3.5076963+00 INSUrFICIENT G4GE RESPONSE
, ,,~, "'__ ,',,'" "J"",.--_____ 9 *..<4492666'" 0 0 ,4,.,182163,3,~O 0,,,,,, 9.0595634.00 3.9860987+00 INSUFFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
SU~ ALL, BEAMS ONE HUNDRED 2.6010367·01 ONE HUNDRED 2,5982660"'01
3
'"
"--3:9401096+00 1.2255057.01 3.3318553+00 INSUfFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
3.9714431+00 1.3799525+01 3.9234103+00 INSU~FICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
2.8948 661+atj--" 1~5713482+d1. 3.7202780+00 INSUFFrctE~t GAGE RESPONSE
'" ~., 6220263+00, __ 1,646:3814+01, 3.76449BS"'OO INSUrFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
2,8948661+00 1,5713482+01 3.7202780+00 INSU~FftT~Ni'aAGE RESPONSE
3f:971~431·00 1.3799525+01 3.9234103-00 INSUfFICIENT GAGE RESPONSE
3.9401096-00 1.2255057.0:1. 3.3318553+00 INsu~r1cIENT GAGE RESPONSE
,,~,5?34-864·01 ON~" ~u ND.~go. 2.57~?586+01
""L'o~ri""6N" 'LANE --'g'e'AM 'Nu'~ftfEff'" ~ "s'- "'" ~,-, --'e"c-' ''''r
(rROMT~E:EA$T 1 JNOM~NAL MAXIMJMMOMENT]
,-, 'e'iiti'E-- 'WE--S'TWARti'T~--"'-" 'McH~(EfN--t" 'i--~""'" ~SI.A8 w(D~T'H"
, 'rHE'--CRoSS"
MOOEL L.QA[f'"
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130 FIGURES
It .should be noted that Figso 23 through 59 ~epFesent
the behavior at the Section,of Maximum Moment.
90
Fig. 1 Plexiglas Compensating Load Cell
Fig. 2 Calibration of the Load Cell
91
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o 1000 2000
MICROOUTPUT
3000
Fig. 3 Non-Instantaneous Calibration Factors
CALIBRATION
FACTOR
( lb. )microoutput
Instantaneous
0.10
0.05
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TIME (seconds)
Fig. 4 Instantaneous Calibration Factor
93
Creep Compensated Tensile Test
Figa 6 Mechanism to Position the Load
Fig. 7 Mechanical Jack Mounted
on Ball-Bushings
Fig 0 8 Model Test Vehicle
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Fig. 9 Elevation of Berwick Bridge lD
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Fig. l~ Setup of Pilot Tests
Fig. 15 Torque Wrench
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Fig. 18 Interchangeable Specimen Elements
Fig. 19 Instrumentation at Midspan
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Fig. 20 General View of the Test Setup
Fig. 21 Wiring:from Connectors to Switching Boxes
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Table 1 Material Properties
MATERIAL E \) Y(lb/i.n. 2 ) (lb/in.3 )
Concrete Varies with 0015 to 0022 0.086
Strength
Plexiglas 450,000* 0033* 0004-3
Aluminum 10,000,000 0033 0.098
Polyvinyl Chloride 400,000* 0033* 0.04-5*
*Typical values from manufacturers 0
Table 2 Deflections and Rota tions in Model Al and Pro'to'type
Load Beam A B,e-amB'
on Predicted Field Predicted' Field
Lane Model Al Prototype Test Model Al Prototype \ Test· ,
DEFLECTIONS IN TEN THOUSANDTHS OF AN INCH
-
1 34- 544- 893 28 44-8 792
2 24- 384- 683 24 384- 801
3 23 368 ,514- 27 432 761
4- 14- 224- 369 19 304- · 600
5 13 208 271 19 304 478
ROTATIONS IN MILLIONTHS OF A-RADIAN ( (+) )
1 -55 -55 52 -122 -122 -393
2 30 30 54 -28 --28 -58
3 73 73 156 51 51 134-
4 72 72 97 82 82 190
5 92 92 106 96 96 193
148
T-able 3 Theoretical Values of Flexural and Torsional Moments
of Inertia of Prototype Beams
Width Depth I II I(3t~24") J* J/J(3T x24TT )(ft .) (in .) (in. 4 ) (in e 4 )
I
21 2026 0071 905 0.83
24- 3020 1000 11.5 1.00
27 4.32 1.35 14.1 1.23
30 5068 1.77 16.7 1.45
33 7024- 2. 26**1 19.5 1.70
3 36 9006 2.83 22.3 1.94-
39 11.11 3047 25.6 2023
42 13.50 40 22**2 28.,8 2.50***
45 16.10 5.02 32.6 2.83
48 18.90 5090 3601 3.14-
21 2.94- O~92 16.4- 1.43
24 1+$14- 1.29 20.3 1.77
27 5.58 1 074- 2403 2.11
30 7028 2027**1 28.5 2.48***
33 9.24- 2.89 33.2 2.89
4- 36 11.50 3.59 3707 3.28
39 14-000 4037**2 4-208 3.73
42 16090 5028 4800 4 017
45 20,,00 6024 53.6 4.66
48 23.50 7.30 59.1 5.14
*~sing Bredtts Formula **Match of Its ***Match of JT S
Table 4- Ratios of ITs/Jfs of the Sections Adopted
4 t x39 TT
Table 5 Models Tested
14-9
Model Number Size' Slab Curbs* Parapets* Dia- File
Noo of of Thick I phragms-J. Camp.
B.eams.. Beams (in.) Output
Al 4- 4-x39 0.5 1 '.1 1 123
Bl 4- 4-x39 0.5 0 0 0 a
B2 4- 4x39 0.5 0 0 1 n
B3 4- 4-x39 005 1 "~l 0 m
,B4 4- 4-x39 0.5 1 .1 1 e
B5 4- 4x30 005 0 0 0 k
B6 4- ·l+x30 0.5 0 0 1 1
B7 4- 4x30 0.5 1 1 0 j
B8 4- ·4x30 005 1 1 1 i
B9 4- 3x4-2 0.5 0 0 0 0
BIO 4- 3x4-2 0.5 0 0 1 r
Bll 4 3x42 0.5 1 1 '0 P
B12 4- 3x42 005 1 1 1 q
B13 4- 4x39 0.375 1 1 1 g
BI4 4- 4x39 0.625 1 1 1 f
B15 4- 2-3x42 005 0 0 02-4x30 s
B16 7 3x24 0.5 0 0 0 t
*Code: A zero means NO and a one means YES.
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